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Study Skills Seminar

•Time Limits => particular focus.

•Task focused – to focus you on how to function 
and cope better as a student and a person.

•Your Tasks:

–To reorganise your study and work around the 
principles and suggestions in this presentation.

–To contextualize your efforts – you’re trying to learn in 
a totally new way, in totally different circumstances with 
very little preparation to deal with this change.

–To mind yourself while doing your best!



A more complex task than reading or listening to 

someone which can be  passive processes.

Study involves deliberate/active learning.

Learn to consult & interrogate textbooks for specific 

answers to specific questions. 

Effective study is a form of learning which is 

motivated by the attempt to obtain specific answers 

to specific questions.

Studying……



Why?

Motivation & Study

He or she who knows the 'why' will 

endure any 'how'. (Viktor Frankl)

Sources of motivation:

•Internal Motivation

•External Motivation

•Key principle :

•activities that are rewarded gradually tend to 

become rewarding in themselves.

•If you learn to associate study with pleasurable 

consequences, then over time studying will 

become an enjoyable activity on its own.



Attainment & Goal Setting

Goal setting is crucial in the attainment 

of exam and career success.

◼Long term goals can be most 
successfully reached through the prior 
attainment of a series of intermediate 
goals. So you do it step by step!

◼What are your Goals and what 
intermediate goals can you set to help 
you achieve them?



S.M.A.R.T.

Goal Setting – Goals need to be:

◼Specific

◼Measurable

◼Action Related

◼Realistic

◼Time - Based



Goal Setting Works Best When You 

Follow The Following Steps:

◼Step 1 Identify your Goals

◼Step 2 Establish Priorities

◼Step 3 Consider a Time- Scale

◼Step 4 Break the Goals Into Action Steps

◼Step 5 Review Your Progress

◼Step 6 Revise Your Goals if Necessary



Focus on specific goals

◼ as in specific questions to do or specific pieces of work 

to revise.

◼ Not just ‘I’ll do a bit of Geography’. Try, "I'm 

studying different types of rock, at 7pm for 30 minutes 

and at the end I want to know the following...."

◼ The more specific, the more likely it is you will actually 

do it.

◼ Make sure your targets are SMART – Specific, 

Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, Time Based.



Procrastination…….
is the thief of time & the greatest enemy of the student.

I write when I am inspired, but I see to it that I am inspired at 

9am every morning (Anon)

Implication: it is easier to act your way into feeling rather than 

feel your way into action. (William James, Psychologist)

If you're in difficulty with procrastination and you want to 

change, don’t put it off.

Just Do it today!



A small daily task, if it be really 

daily, will beat the labours of a spasmodic Hercules 

(Anthony Trollope)

Research shows that it is the quality of your study 

that determines the richness of your learning. 

2hrs focused, targeted reading –v- 4hrs transcription 

from book.

Without self-discipline free time at study can easily 

become wasted time.

Time 

Management



Getting Down To Study

◼ Establish a regular study time.

◼ Have a specific purpose in mind.

◼ Start with a simple lead in task.

◼ Finish your study by preparing for the next 
study time.



Where to study?

◼ Find a quiet location – a 

place associated in your 

mind with learning.

◼ Use it regularly to 

condition yourself to 

study in it.

◼ Learn to concentrate as 

soon as you sit down. 

Reduce settling-in time 

characteristic of varying 

work location.



When Studying try not to……



The importance of effective 

questioning in relation to study

Setting questions helps narrow focus of mind => 

concentration more effective as you read.

More specific the question the narrower your 

attentional focus and the richer your memory.

Asking questions fosters critical thinking and 

critical thinking as you read enhances memory.

The effective student is the one who thinks and 

asks questions before reading at all.



Reading – SQ3R

Survey

Question

Read

Recall 

Review



•Survey
•TITLE PAGE; TABLE OF CONTENTS;THE INDEX; THE PREFACE; LEAF 
THROUGH THE BOOK;

•SURVEY A CHAPTER; READ FIRST & LAST PARAGRAPH

•Question
•QUESTIONING HELPS YOU READ WITH PURPOSE – ALIVE TO WHATS 
BEING SAID

•Read
•IN SEARCH OF… AN ACTIVE PROCESS

•ATTENTION SPAN AND READING- ask yourself questions about text as you read.

•NOTES AFTER READING RATHER THAN AS YOU READ – BETTER FOR 
CONCENTRATION

•LOOK FOR THE IDEA SENTENCE IN EACH PARAGRAPH.

•LOOK FOR THE AUTHOR’S PLAN –

•MAIN IDEA? How is it developed?

Reading – SQ3R



•Read

•Re-read difficult material

•Recall
•Most people forget 50% of a book within seconds of putting it down.

•Try to recall key points made by each paragraph in each section.

•Jot down key words

•Try to recall main explanatory sentence in each paragraph.

•Review
•Always check the accuracy of your recall by viewing again the material 

you have studied.

Reading – SQ3R



Making a study 

Plan
 Making a timetable is an important idea. It can keep you focused and 

you know how much time you are giving to the subject.

 Build in some relaxation and breaks. Think about it like this: there are 7 

hours from after school at 4 to bedtime at 11 each day so you can 

definitely fit in study and relaxation if you plan it right and still get 8 hours 

sleep and dinner!!

 Make sure you don’t spend all your time drawing fancy timetables or 

colouring in your notes instead of learning them!! That’s called 

Procrastination!

 Think about all the time you have wasted since September and promise 

to begin from today to change your ways.





How to Learn and Study at Home

https://www.studyclix.ie/Blog/Show/learning-studying-from-home

https://www.studyclix.ie/Blog/Show/learning-studying-from-home


Study more efficiently and effectively!

◼ If you have memory difficulties, 

check your diet, check your sleep 

patterns. You know what you 

need to change to improve your 

ability to retain information.

◼ If you need support remembering 

information, use the memory 

tools like mind maps, 
mnemonics.

◼ There are loads of ideas on the 

internet, in your school journal, in 

your careers book. Use visual 
aids, sing the info, say it out 

loud, draw it in diagrams 

or whatever helps you 

remember.



Get active in your study!

◼ Stop sitting there staring at the book and hoping it will go in.

◼ Ask yourself questions and look for the answers.

◼ Write quick answer notes if it helps.

◼ Stand and pretend to teach yourself the subject content.

◼ Talk out loud if it helps (you may look a bit crazy, but it helps a 
lot of people retain information).

◼ If you drift off, you are not engaged.

◼ Train yourself to keep on task by asking questions constantly 

and checking that you are still focused.



Studying using flash cards

◼ Flash cards can be 

very useful study 

aids and memory 

checking devises. 

Try this YouTube 

video on their use 

or looks at flash 

cards on studyclix
◼ https://www.studyclix.ie/blog/show

/introducing-studyclix-flashcards-

for-teachers

How to study effectively with 
Flash cards

https://www.studyclix.ie/blog/show/introducing-studyclix-flashcards-for-teachers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzCEJVtED0U


Mnemonics memory tricks to 

remember anything for tests

• Mnemonics Work for some 

people. They help us to 

learn list of fact or names 

can otherwise be difficult.

• Either you’re good at it or 

you’re not! If it works for 

you use it but if it doesn’t 

move on!

• Try this interesting video on 

learning a list of 

Presidents….

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=VOjvl8nQPpM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOjvl8nQPpM


Dealing with pressure ….

While pressure can 

sometimes can be a 

good thing, if you don't 

know how to manage 

it, it can lead to large 

amounts of stress. 

Which in turn will hinder 

your progress in 

studying and exams.

StudyClix podcast on How to deal 

with Pressure 

pressurehttps://soundcloud.com/use

r-416517977/how-to-deal-with-

pressure

◼ How to stay calm under 

pressure

◼ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=CqgmozFr_GM

◼ Listen to dealing with 

pressure in school -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=gKUL1VRSzlY

https://soundcloud.com/user-416517977/how-to-deal-with-pressure
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqgmozFr_GM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKUL1VRSzlY


Dealing with stress:

◼ Thoughts lead feelings and actions. 

Challenge the negative thoughts with 

evidences! You are better than you 

believe!

◼ Learn to ‘eat your elephant one bite at a 

time’ – Break your challenges into smaller 

manageable tasks and step by step goals 

which are easier to achieve. It will relieve 

the pressure…



Remember to stay connected
Fear isn’t a value, it’s a feeling. It doesn’t mean you’re 

weak. It just means you’re alive.

Feelings no matter how powerful, aren’t fatal. And they are 

temporary. Supressing the feelings only makes it harder to 

let them go. Expression is the opposite of depression.

Edith Egar ‘The Choice’

Talk to your family and eat with them

Talk to your friends and laugh with them  

Talk to your teachers and share your issues with them

Email me if you need support : dmurphy@preswaterford.ie


